
 
 

 

 

 

 

Organiser’s Comments (Simon Coppock) 

After a dull drizzly morning the sun appeared right on cue, which made for a pleasant 

evening setting up the equipment and means the porta shelters for the start and finish 

were not required. 

This was the first event I have organized, so it was fantastic to be able to call upon the 

wealth of experience that the team of helpers brought along, this enabled the event to run 

like clockwork. So many thanks to all of you. 

I was pleased to be able to welcome a new group to the SEEs. The 1
st
 Helsby Scouts 

made their first appearance and seemed to thoroughly enjoy it. I have already had good 

feedback from Edward Haliwell their leader. With the other two groups, Fallibroome and 

King’s Macclesfield, it did mean that there was some congestion at the start for ten 

minutes or so, but this soon cleared. 

Steve and Peter did a great job as Planner and Controller, and Steve managed to squeeze 

some nice long and technical courses out of quite a small area. It was most gratifying to 

see runners returning to download with big smiles and to hear their positive comments. 

 

Planner’s Comments (Steve McLean) 

Thanks for coming and for your feedback. It makes all the hard work worthwhile. 

 

Delamere East isn't one of the most technically demanding areas and is compact enough 

without the chunks of fields, fight and ponds restricting available area even more. 

Nevertheless I hope you enjoyed the challenges I set you. Many of you did from what's 

been said so far. Course winning times were as expected.  

 

Although many green shoots have appeared in recent days it's still a very fast area and 

my intention was to have middle distance style courses challenging micro route choice 

and putting the emphasis on accurate, confident navigation at speed on the more technical 

courses and providing some varied scenery at the easier end. Please put routes and 

comments on Routegadget.  
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Thanks to Robin Tilston for map printing, Controller Peter Hills and Organiser Simon 

Coppock. I'm very grateful to Peter for his patience in coping with the various challenges 

I presented him with and for guiding this novice Condes user through some of its finer 

points as well as providing useful feedback and assistance throughout. Simon and his 

team of helpers ensured the event went smoothly.  I was particularly appreciative to have 

a great team of control collectors who ensured all controls were collected speedily. 

Controller’s Comments (Peter Hills) 

The late spring did us one favour – the undergrowth is only just beginning to appear. In 

another couple of weeks things could have been much worse. We were also blessed with 

fine weather after an initial dampness in the morning. 

 

I think Steve put on some good courses, making best use of the relatively restricted area. 

His decision to adopt a ‘middle distance’ approach presented challenges for the more 

technical courses which a more normal type of planning would not have given, and the 

less technical courses provided interest.  

 

By far the majority of the comments I heard were favourable. I apologise that we missed 

the small inaccuracies in vegetation mapping around control 20 on the blue (fence 

corner), but Steve did give a warning in the control description – ‘overgrown’. There is 

also the perennial problem as to which minor ditches should be mapped, but most 

competitors seemed to cope without too much difficulty. 

 

My thanks  to Steve for all the hard work he put in, and for accepting my comments in 

the spirit in which they were meant; to Simon, who coped very well with his first attempt 

at organising; and to all the helpers who enabled the event to run smoothly. 

 

 

 

 


